Business Strategist and Event Organizer with
The Athletic Diabetic
Social Enterprise Greenhouse is helping to find qualified applicants for The Athletic Diabetic. Please see
the below for more information, or email talent@segreenhouse.org.
About: Arguably, the leading crisis on the global stage is diabetes. In 2014 there were 422 million
diabetics around the world which led to 1.5 million deaths. The Athletic Diabetic succeeds in defeating
diabetes using social pressure and interactions with teams of close friends, family, and our staff. Our
society’s goal is to save the lives of millions of affected people. The Athletic Diabetic will be fun and
challenging. Each team will encourage their diabetic person to exercise, follow a proper diet, and network
with others outside if the immediate group. Our goal is to make the member actually want to join others
each day and have a good time.
Description of Job: There are 29.1 million of us diabetics, and 86 million pre-diabetics, in the US alone.
Economically, this means that for every three dollars spent by Medicare, one of those supports our
diabetes epidemic. I am addressing this problem with my project The Athletic Diabetic. I am looking for
partners who want to aid in building my solution to this phenomenon, either by helping to launch my
business, develop our app, or organize Meetup and other networking events. Those with medical
connections or associated with a diabetic are particularly welcomed.

Qualifications: The top qualifications we need are a true passion for addressing global challenges and a
need to help others. I am a diabetic myself, so those associated with anyone like me are especially
requested to reply. We need people with experience in building social enterprises, organizing social
events, experienced in gaining SBIR funding, and game development. Bachelors degree. If you have an
interest, please visit my MIT Solve Solutions page to learn more: http://www.bit.ly/athleticdiabetic
Compensation: Equity
Email talent@segreenhouse.org with your résumé and cover letter as PDF’s to get started in the
matchmaking process for this position. We will reach out to you with next steps.

